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Arctic Harpoons 
While modern technology has replaced many of the  tradi- 
tional  tools  that enabled Inuit  to survive in  the Arctic, one 
of their fundamental  hunting weapons, the  harpoon, con- 
tinues in use to  the present day.  Essentially, the  harpoon is 
a spear designed to secure a detachable  point, or head, to 
an animal; a line attached to  the head allows the hunter to 
retrieve the  quarry once it has been struck.  Harpoons have 
a wide distribution throughout  the world, but it is among 
the  Inuit  that  the most complex pre-industrial  forms were 
developed. The primary use of the  Inuit  harpoon was for 
hunting sea mammals, both  at breathing holes in  the sea  ice 
and in open water, although in some arctic areas the har- 
poon was used for fish as well. 
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Harpoon head types: a) non-toggling head; b) toggle head. 
Traditional Inuit harpoons exhibited a wide  range  of orm. 
To the basic elements of the  harpoon, namely the  shaft, head 
and line,  were added other devices, and each component could 
have been refined in a number  of ways to make the  harpoon 
suitable for hunting  under specific conditions. 
Harpoon heads generally belonged to  one of two major 
groups. One kind had a projecting tang at its base,  which 
was inserted into a socket  piece on  the nd of the shaft. Barbs 
projecting from the body of this  type  of head ensured that 
it stayed imbedded in the flesh of the animal  once  it was har- 
pooned. The other variety had a socket at  the base of the 
head to receive the  tip of a foreshaft. After being thrust  into 
an animal,  one or more spurs at  the base of the head dug 
into its flesh; tension on the harpoon line, which passed 
through a hole above the socket, then caused the head to 
rotate No, preventing  it from slipping out. This variety,  called 
the toggle harpoon head, was the more common form in Inuit 
cultures. Some toggle harpoon heads also had barbs, perhaps 
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as  added insurance that  the head would not pull out if it 
had  not penetrated deeply enough  for the spurs at  the base 
to dig  in. Harpoon heads of either kind were self-pointed 
or might  have  been tipped with separate bone, stone or metal 
blades. 
The thick hide of the bearded seal was  favoured  by many 
groups  for  making  harpoon lines. The tangs of non-toggling 
heads were held in the  harpoon socket by friction. Toggle 
harpoon heads, on  the other hand, were held in place at the 
end of the foreshaft by tension on  the  harpoon line,  which 
was stretched back to  the shaft and secured by an eyelet that 
slipped over a peg  set into  the  shaft. Hunters using the har- 
poon  at breathing holes normally held onto  the end of the 
line,  whereas  when hunting  from  boats a float was usually 
attached to  the line to tire the animal  out.  Floats for har- 
poons ranged in size from small ones  made out of  bladders 
to large floats  made  from  the entire skin of a seal. 
Foreshafts for toggle harpoon heads were “fixed” or “loose.” 
Fixed  foreshafts were fastened  securely to the shaft. Harpoons 
with fixed foreshafts have traditionally been associated with 
hunting at breathing holes,  where the  harpoon was thrust 
with considerable force and then pulled back, releasing the 
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Components of the  harpoon: a) head;  b) loose foreshaft; c) socket  piece; 
d) line; e,f) tension eyelet  and  peg; g) finger  rest;  h)  shaft; i) throwing  board; 
j) ice pick; k) float. 
the head would separate. 
The  harpoon  shaft was made of wood, if available, as it 
would then float. In areas where  wood  could not be obtained, 
the  shafts were fashioned from narwhal tusk or from several 
pieces of bone or antler spliced  together. The size and weight 
of the shaft depended upon the manner in which it was  used. 
Harpoons used for hunting at breathing holes were general- 
ly short  and light, whereas longer and heavier shafts were 
used for walrus and whales. Ice-hunting harpoons usually 
had an antler or ivory  pick or chisel lashed to the  butt end 
to enlarge the breathing holes so that seals could be pulled 
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